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Fired from his job as a Hawkins County
prosecutor and indicted on charges he
swapped sex for plea deals, Doug
Godbee is once again mired in a sex
scandal — this time for allegedly
procuring sexual favors from clients as
trade for legal work, documents show.

The state Supreme Court this week
suspended Godbee's law license after
Tennessee Board of Professional
Responsibility Disciplinary Counsel
Sandy Garrett argued the 59-year-old
attorney was a danger to the public.

To make her case, Garrett filed a sworn
statement from a female client of
Godbee's given to the Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation in late June. In
the statement, Sheila Pearson details
various sexual escapades involving
Godbee, who she said represented her

for free in return for sex, paid her for sex and gave her
money for bringing more women into his harem.

Godbee was indicted in May 2011 on official misconduct
charges for allegedly soliciting sex from female
defendants he was prosecuting in return for sweetheart
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Doug Godbee's affidavit
in response to TBPR's
action against him

Doug Godbee's
responses to TBPR's
action against him

plea deals. He was fired from his prosecutorial post.
Complaints, including one on behalf of 11 women who
said they swapped sex for plea deals, had been filed
against him with the BPR, which polices attorneys. The
board, in turn, filed disciplinary action against him.

Godbee's attorney, Paul Whetstone, has been fighting
with the board ever since and until this week had
managed to spare Godbee's right to practice law. In

Whetstone's filings, Godbee staunchly denies Pearson's claims. Whetstone is
currently seeking to dissolve the Supreme Court's suspension order. The criminal
misconduct case against Godbee is still pending.

Pearson, 49, of Rogersville, gave a statement to TBI Agent Scott Lott in late June,
alleging she and others prostituted themselves to Godbee in return for both money
and legal work.

"Everyone knows that Doug Godbee will represent girls for sex, and he will pay them
for sex," Pearson wrote in her statement.

Pearson was arrested in February for felony theft for allegedly selling four stolen
radiators. A woman she characterized as "a friend" recommended Godbee as her
lawyer.

Pearson said she paid Godbee $100 and began giving him oral sex to handle her
case and another case against her son. Godbee also began paying her for extra
liaisons, doling out $100 for oral sex and $40 for each additional woman she brought
to him for sex, she wrote.

"While I've been in court with Doug, he would point out girls and say he wanted
them," she wrote.

Godbee responded in his filings with the board, "I never had any sexual relations of
any kind with Ms. Pearson … Sheila Pearson has never performed oral sex on me."

He continued, "Ms. Pearson is alleging that 'everyone knows' about the lies she has
told about me. I don't know how to respond to such a crazy allegation."
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Caneoverthere writes:

We have a county commissioner who could have used his service.
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male1stclass#462989 writes:

Sounds like Pearson has a vendetta, we all know it only takes one woman to file
a charge and your guilty until proven innocent, it appears that most if not all of
this is hearsay and that Pearson and her friends have decided to make life
miserable for this atty. As far as this news article everything hinges on Pearson's
alleged acts. This would not be the first time a false charge has been filed
against a man over alleged sex. Finally if she was having sex with him or
anyone, why would she not honor their agreement which she could have refused
to begin with, and if all of these so called women had sex with him for cash then
they are prostitutes and should be charged and jailed. Is Hawkins the prostitute
capitol of TN. now. Why no picture of Pearson in this article?
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Lotusbud1 writes:

Seems he has a history of this if he has already been before the board in May,
2011, regarding the case of 11 other women who also were solicited by this
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Reply to this post attorney. If these women are prostitutes as the above poster claims, then this
guy is their John, and he should be disbarred and locked up too. Disgusting. Are
the courtrooms here full of criminals on both sides of the aisle and bench??
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Ellahbie writes:

in response to male1stclass#462989:

Sounds like Pearson has a vendetta, we all know it only takes one
woman to file a charge and your guilty until proven innocent, it appears
that most if not all of this is hearsay and that Pearson and her friends
have decided to make life miserable for this atty. As far as this news
article everything hinges on Pearson's alleged acts. This would not be
the first time a false charge has been filed against a man over alleged
sex. Finally if she was having sex with him or anyone, why would she
not honor their agreement which she could have refused to begin with,
and if all of these so called women had sex with him for cash then they
are prostitutes and should be charged and jailed. Is Hawkins the
prostitute capitol of TN. now. Why no picture of Pearson in this article?

Umm... did you not read the story? In addition to Pearson, 11 other women have
claimed the same. Granted, I'm all for innocent until proven guilty, but to say that
Pearson has a vendetta against this man is to ignore all the other allegations.

And if you think abusing one's authority to help people in desperate need of legal
representation is borne on the shoulders of these women, you need to re-
examine your thinking process. It's an abuse of power by Godbee, period.

I could say more about how you draw your conclusions, but, suffice it to say it
probably would get me banned.
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anhedonia writes:

Two lawyers saw a blonde walking down a street. One said, "I'd like to s***w
her." The other lawyer said, "Out of what?"
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Pleeeeaaaase!!! Spare us these morbid stories.
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